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Reliability indicates how models have performed in the past, providing the basis for predicting
how the vehicles will hold up in the year ahead. These charts provide the most comprehensive
reliability information available to consumers. Based on information received from our latest
subscriber survey, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how used vehicles are
holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to
power equipment and the electrical system. Learn more about car Reliability. The Reliability
score is based on our latest subscriber survey of Mazda CX-5 owners. The owner comments
describe problems respondents experienced with this vehicle. Bluetooth , voice control
commands, steering wheel controls, portable music device interface e. The dealer has given me
a loaner again numerous times for the problems. Most of the problems have been electrical and
the dealer explains them away! The factory has had a tech come to the dealer more than once to
try and track down a problem. The dealer and their staff go the distance but that doesn't make
the problems go away. Dealer replaced at no charge. Works fine now. In a few moments it starts
up again. Looking on the internet I see that this has occurred with other similar autos. I checked
with the service manager at the local dealership where the car was purchased and was told to
call in about a month to see if there was a "software" upgrade or "fix". The month would have
been in April I intend to do so at some point in the future. After a few moments the system
would start up again. The dealership fixed the problem, which I believe involved an update to
software. It takes about minutes of driving before the display is stable. It has since been
repaired and there are no problems. After replacing problem went away. I have never purchased
a life time repair guarantee on a car before but would highly recommend it when purchasing a
new car because the cost of replacing the electronic chip was more than life time repair
guarantee. Sometimes the radio will still be playing, sometimes it will cut out, or the navigation
will stop working, but then restart right where it left off. It's a very annoying system in what is
otherwise a very fine car. Have tried to get Mazda sales and service to explain multiple times,
never got satisfaction. Perhaps I am just not learning. I routinely rely on the nav on my cell
phone instead. It needed a new disk installed by the dealer under warranty. Have to a
stand-alone system when this rarely happens. Mazda service was not able to resolve issues
after 3 attempts at updating vehicle software. I finally removed the navigation card myself and
the problem stopped. It's borderline useless as it frequently gives false and inconsistent
information. There is no solution other than to pay to upgrade. System is not familiar with my
local area and suggests ridiculous routes. Radio sound continued, making any voice signals
unintelligible. Not user friendly. Doesn't respond in smart ways Many items missing from its
ability to find that are common places in this community. Settings are changed by the system 2.
Address input is not accepted by the system". My iPhone navigation is better.. Asks for external
device. I believe that if I manually put in an address it will find it. Not always convenient to do
so. Florida heat stops it from working properly till it cools. I think the newer models have a
windshield heat screen but this model did not offer one. I will have to buy and install my own.
Manual was of no help in remedying this problem. They lied. They insisted they never promised
that and smugly asked if I have it in writing. Something I don't. Software update requires their
special software be downloaded onto your person desktop computer. It takes hours to
download, freezes frequently and instead of confirming download, the program crashes forcing
you to start again. This means you have to leave your computer on and open for hours leaving it
vulnerable to cyber threats. Could not update software from home via computer due to size of
software size and problems accessing and downloading the software from Mazda website.
System says it needs an internet connected device like a phone connected to internet even
when it is connected! More often than not it returns incorrect responses. Antilock system ABS ,
parking brake, master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking, brake failure
or wear. Repaired by dealer at my cost. Winter salt was also a factor". Have brought to dealer
multiple times but they say they cannot find anyhing". It was the sensor that had to be replaced.
That said, brought it to the dealer, they replaced the rotors, brakes, ad performed maintenance
on them under warranty". Have taken car to dealer 5 times and it is still not fixed. Alternator,
starter, hybrid battery and related systems, regular battery, battery cables, engine harness, coil,
ignition switch, electronic ignition, distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs and wires failure. The
wiring caused it to fail and overload the amber light on the passenger side. Two dashboard
lights turned from green to orange. I called my local Mazda dealer and they tell me because of
the adaptive lights they turn with steering wheel and auto-level , I would need to bring it in. No
parts stores carry a replacement bulb. Glad it's still under warranty. Have a a problem with the
Driver side power seat the cable that moves the seat front to back broke and was not able to
move seat. I was covered under warranty. Did have to take car in twice to get it repaired. Parts
were not in stock at my Dealer". After opening up the rear panel found that the wire to light
assembly was not hooked up. Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose interior and

exterior trim or moldings, rust. Mazda paid to basically have the entire vehicle repainted. There
was a potential paint defect on the gas access door that looked like crackling of the paint. The
rear hatch door is already rusting. I had damage from sap. Mazda really pushes their Zurich
Shield protection plan, that is useless and did not cover any paint issues. The dealership took a
picture to send to Mazda to determine if it was a manufacturer paint defect and then I never
heard back from them. I was told with Zurich Shield that if I just take it through a basic car wash
on occasion that I would have no issues maintaining the condition of the paint. Lots of issues,
very dissatisfied with the paint. These are small chips unrelated to rock chips. I noticed a few
shortly after purchase and now there are many on the hood where the 3m coating is not
installed. I have never had it on gravel roads and do not follow closely to other vehicles. This
colour-Soul Red Crystal Metallic seems to be a problem as over other CX-5 owners have signed
a petition wanting resolve for the same paint problems that I have experienced. When you rub
your finger over, it is a chip. At least 50 marks on front hood, front fender panels and up
windshield struts,". Dealership unable to buff out same and roof was repainted under warranty
to fix issue. Zurich Shield definitely not worth the money spent. Accessory belts and pulleys,
engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks. For me the problem began at
around 0 degrees Fahrenheit, the problem being severe vibration of the entire car accompanied
by the loud noise of the vibration. Much of the winter in Alaska is colder than 0 degrees, so the
problem was pretty much constant. The local dealership knew the noise and vibration was not
ok, and they guessed it was a motor mount issue, but weren't sure. I called Mazda USA to see if
they'd heard about the issue, they hadn't. I searched online and found others who had the same
issue, most were in Canada. In fact, Mazda Canada had an information sheet about what to do
about the problem, and as I was arriving at the Mazda dealership for my checkup appointment, I
just handed the phone to my service manager. The Mazda Canada lady emailed to him the info
sheet and they fixed the problem by replacing the motor mounts that I can only presume were
somehow different hydraulically such that they didn't freeze and prevent movement cushioning
the engine vibrations. In essence, my research is what caused the local dealer which sells and
services Honda, Subaru, and Toyota to not know what the problem is. At least the problem was
under warranty. Noticed in January and took vehicle in for service, problem hasn't recurred.
Took it to dealer who diagnosed an improperly installed drain plug. Replaced the drain plug, but
when asked about some compensation for the stained garage floor, the dealer suggested that
we take up the matter with Mazda directly. The dealer gave us some convoluted explanation that
we didn't really buy the car from them, but from Mazda Corp. Had to contact several people at
corporate level, and they finally issued some compensation, but it made us leery of ever doing
business with that particular dealer again. Was able to get the car to dealer, where they replaced
the plug, but would not take any responsibility for the stained garage floor. Claimed we
technically bought the car from Mazda USA and not the dealer. Had to make multiple calls to
Mazda corporate, and after much back and forth, was issued a voucher for future service. Love
the car, but left a bad taste concerning the dealer, and would likely not do business with them
again. Mazda replaced it under warranty. It's mildly annoying". The Mazda dealership fixed this
for free under warranty but it started rattling again a couple months after the fix. The rattle is not
as bad as the previous so I have not asked them to fix again. Unfortunately, thus far, the
dealership has said that its technicians have not been able to duplicate the noise. Other than
this noise, the vehicle feels like it's better screwed together than the Outback I used to drive.
Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust manifold, leaks. After a few days, the systems
returned to normal functioning. There have been no problems since 5 weeks. Trying to get it
removed before I get rear ended or cause a wreck. Almost as bad as the lane departure when
you have a person or bike swerve into your lane and you try to dodge them only to have the
stupid lane departure system yank the wheel back. If something swerves or comes into your
lane and you try to miss the person, bike, animal, object you have to fight the steering whee.
Pulled back into my lane, disengaged cruise control, slowed down, exited highway to a truck
stop. Turned engine off. Called the closest dealer service dept, adviser said it was not derivable
if the engine light was flashing. I started the engine with him on the phone, engine light was on,
not flashing. We drove to the dealer for service. Computer code indicated the fuel rail system
pressure was low. All service was covered under warranty. Dealership was fantastic, helpful,
informative, and got us back on the road in three days. I had taken it into the dealership and first
time we did not seem to figure out the problem from what I recall. I believe they said it was the
fuel injection system to begin with. The second time it happened I could not get it to move it all
so we had to have it towed to the dealership this was probably a month after the initial problem.
This time they ended up having to replace the fuel pump which they said is very unusual in this
new of a vehicle. That was probably about a year ago and I have not had any problems since
that time. It took 2 visits to the dealer to locate and fix the problem. Work was done under

warranty. Display also indicated front camera and collision system failures. Power or manual
windows, locks and latches, tailgate, hatch or trunk, doors or sliding doors, mirrors, seat
controls, safety belts, sunroof, convertible top. Both the Mazda customer service and the
dealership do not believe it and refused to cover it under warranty. I have a dash cam recording
and it showed nobody and no other vehicles were behind me when it happened. Under
warranty, but still had to have entire system replaced and it took 5 long weeks. Just doesn't
cool even at the lowest temperature settings". Cruise control, clock, warning lights, body
control module, keyless entry, wiper motor or washer, tire pressure monitor, interior or exterior
lights, horn, gauges, 12V power plug, remote engine start, alarm or security system. The battery
went out and it failed to ignite after 3 to 4 weeks parking while my 13 years old Altima still
works. No I didn't leave the lights on. Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie rods, wheel bearings,
alignment, steering linkage includes rack and pinion , power steering pumps and hoses, leaks ,
wheel balance, springs or torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air suspension. Took vehicle
back to dealer and they determined the shock was defective and needed to be replaced. It would
st times not operate, since it was sn intermittent problem, snd when it was brought in to the
dealership they refused to replace it because it of course worked properly. When it finally gave
out it took 2 months to get the part and to replace. Last year it started up again. This tim there
was s different Service Manager, so insread of telling me nothing was wrong did replace a part
but didnt solve the problem. Eventually it failed and the electrical componets were replaced.
Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain
or timing belt. Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement. Gear
selector or linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch
adjustment, rough shifting, slipping transmission. Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water
pump, thermostat, overheating. Reactivate now to get the information you were looking for! If
you feel you have received this message in error, please view our customer care FAQs or
access your account information here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a
member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used
Mazda CX-5 Change Vehicle. With the redesigned CX-5, Mazda retained most of the sporty
handling that made the first-generation enjoyable, but the SUV is much more mature now with
vastly improved ride comfort, noise isolation, and interior quality. It's one of the more desirable
models in the compact SUV class. There is 1 recall on this vehicle. Learn More. Overall
Reliability. Most Common Trouble Spots. Common Trouble Spot. See all Potential Trouble
Spots. View Recalls. Worse Better. Overall Reliability Verdict. Engine Major. Engine Minor.
Engine Cooling. Transmission Major. Transmission Minor. Drive System. Fuel System. Electric
System. Climate System. Body Integrity. Body Hardware. Power Equipment. In-car Electronics.
Show More Trouble Spots. Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on information received from our
latest subscriber survey for about , vehicles, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on
how through vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine,
transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the electrical system. NA indicates that we
did not receive a large enough sample size to provide data for a specific year. An X indicates
that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year. What Owners Say. Address input is
not accepted by the system" Anonymous, WA Mazda CX-5 "The screen will go blank or the
system will restart for unknown reason and this is on both Mazda vehicles we own. Calipers
"Caliper pins rusted causing rear calipers to stick. Have brought to dealer multiple times but
they say they cannot find anyhing" Jeffrey K. That said, brought it to the dealer, they replaced
the rotors, brakes, ad performed maintenance on them under warranty" Anonymous, NS Mazda
CX-5 Squeaking "Went in for tire rotation, Mazda service department inexplicably did
'something' with the brakes that resulted in bad squeek lasting some three or four months.
Alarm or security system excluding aftermarket systems "something caused the battery to
drain. Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling "Parts of the body were repainted due to an
abnormal number of paint chips. Engine mounts "Apparently the CX-5 has a problem with motor
mounts failing to be flexible because of a hydraulic issue, but this problem only exists in very
cold temperatures. Squeaks or rattles "Rattle comes and goes in dash next to driver's air vent.
Fuel injection system "Interstate hwy speed, cruise control on, wanted to change lane and pass
pushing on accelerator, engine begins lurching and check engine light on and flashing. Shocks
or struts "Driver's side rear shock leaked fluid days after purchase. Electrical failure "After 4
months of owning vehicle my blower motor developed and intermittent issue. Cylinder head
"carbon buildup caused engine misfires and required head removal and cleaning at 20K miles.
Transmission rebuild or replacement "Transmission caused failure to change gears" Jeffrey K.
See All Trouble Spots. Compare Models. Similar Cars. Hyundai Tucson. Mazda CX Subaru
Forester. Toyota RAV4. This score shows whether the model had more or fewer problems
overall than the average model of that year, calculated from the total number of problems

reported by subscribers in all 17 trouble spots. Contact with the muffler may damage the trailer
wiring harness, potentially resulting in the trailer lighting being inoperative, thereby increasing
the risk of a crash. Read Recall Details. Mazda North American Operations Mazda is recalling
certain CX-5 vehicles equipped with an accessory trailer hitch wiring harness. This harness may
be routed such that there is insufficient clearance between the harness and the exhaust muffler,
allowing the wiring harness to contact the muffler. What should you do:. Mazda will notify
owners, and dealers will reroute the trailer hitch harness away from the muffler, replacing the
harness if it is damaged, free of charge. The recall is expected to begin January 20, Owners may
contact Mazda customer service at Mazda's number for this recall is K. Potential Number of
Units Affected: Hide Recall Details. Check Vehicle for Unrepaired Recalls. Recall Look-up.
Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer
Reports. Make a Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings
and reviews. Now Mazda has redesigned the CX-5, adding refinement to the suspension, gifting
the CUV more technology, and installing a classier, more practical interior, addressing the few
areas that we had noted could use improvement in the outgoing model. Game on. With more or
less the same pentagon-shaped grille, swept-back headlights, and athletic proportions as
before, the CX-5 might not seem all that different to the casual observer. Look closer, and
Mazda tightened up the headlights into slimmer, squintier shapes, canted the grille forward
slightly, and gave the rear fenders a more pronounced shoulderlike appearance. The underbody
paneling was expanded to cover more of the chassis and now is made of a sound-insulating
feltlike material. Elements of the cargo-area trim similarly underwent a switch from hard plastic
to carpeted pieces to reduce noise reverberation throughout the interior, and the windshield is
thicker. To be fair, the previous CX-5 set the bar low enough in this regard that the model now is
merely in line with the segment average. What remains above the segment standard is the way
the CX-5 moves down the road. Where many other crossovers lean and flop, the Mazda carves a
cleaner path with well-controlled body movements and genuinely sprightly handling. It also fits
hydraulic bushings to the front lower suspension arms. Essentially, as you steer into a corner,
engine-management software automatically reduces torque ever so slightly to induce a tiny load
transfer to the front axle, thus eliminating any compliance in the suspension and allowing very
precise driver inputs. It again makes do with a merely adequate naturally aspirated 2. At least
the 2. Mazda implemented a number of teensy internal changes to the otherwise carryover 2.
Most noticeably, throttle response has improved, although in practice the new CX-5 might
actually be slower than before in our testing, since the extra standard equipment and
noise-reduction efforts add about pounds. According to Mazda, consumers who passed on the
previous CX-5 cited many banal reasons. The CX-5 now offers one in a package on the mid-level
Touring, while the feature is standard on the range-topping Grand Touring. This hyper-specific
buyer turnoff is emblematic of a broader narrative that the old CX-5 was not as functional or
SUV-like as it could be. Mazda similarly massaged the rear doors to open wider to aid ingress or
loading car seats and children, while also adding or expanding door pockets and stowage
cubbies throughout the interior. There also are now as many as four USB ports, depending on
trim. The cabin is rich, truly a class above the competition and better than some so-called
luxury crossovers. Front and center sits a 7. There are soft-touch materials everywhere, and the
vibe is lusciously upscale on the Touring and Grand Touring trim level
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s, which have French-stitched padded armrests and dashboard accents and additional interior
brightwork. The driving position is comfortable, and Mazda sweats the details such that the
steering wheel is directly in front of the driver and both the door and center armrests sit at the
exact same height. Mazda says that both are coming and early CX-5 adopters will be able to
upgrade later. Full features and pricing for the lineup can be found here. Displacement: cu in, cc
Power: hp rpm Torque: lb-ft or rpm. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search.
Today's Top Stories. The Best Sedans of Best EVs and Hybrids of Best Pickup Trucks of Best
Minivans and Vans of Best Station Wagons of View Photos. Expand Collapse. This content is
created and maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to help users provide their
email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content at
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